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The Essentials

What many users fail to understand, though,

Enterprise search is at a turning point.

Enterprise search is a highly complex process

From its origin in the 1980s, search has

that in turn relies on good-quality information

become hamstrung by the sheer volume

to succeed. In the early days of enterprise

and disorganization of enterprise data, and

search, the volume of information was much

users are frustrated by their inability to find

smaller than today; moreover, information was

the information they need. It’s easy to blame

typically well organized and labeled. We used

the technology, but the reason lies both in

search tools to find exceptions to the norm, the

technology and human factors, as enterprises

things we had lost. Over time, that paradigm

lack specialized teams to organize and

has shifted as the volume of information has

categorize the data to be searched. But as

grown by orders of magnitude and once-

organizations have begun to recognize and

careful curation has fallen by the wayside. The

accept the importance of enterprise search,

task of an enterprise search engine today is

the market has become ripe for innovation,

exponentially more difficult than before, and

investment, and growth.

the situation is likely to get worse.

The Current Situation

A Brief History of
Enterprise Search

Search engines are among the most familiar

is that the software alone is not to blame.

and commonly used applications in business

The first enterprise search applications

today. They exist to index, crawl, and retrieve

emerged in the 1980s (Fulcrum, Verity,

information stores in order to deliver results

STAIRS). Building on their success, in the

to our specific search questions. However,

1990s a number of companies entered the

particularly in the realm of enterprise search

sector, notably Endeca, Vivisimo, Exalead,

engines, many end users are unhappy with the

FAST, and Autonomy. The success of

search experience (see Figure 1). It can be very

Autonomy in particular worried the IT giants

hard to find what you are looking for, even with

and led – in the period from 2007 to 2012 – to

the assistance of a search engine.

the acquisition of all the (at the time) most
successful and innovative search companies,
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which were then buried without a trace.
Over time, a large number of smaller search
vendors emerged to meet industry needs.

Figure 1

User dissatisfaction with existing
search applications

But today, we see two overarching themes: 1)

60%

consolidation, with search becoming available
as an embedded (pseudo-free) function within

50%

popular business productivity applications, and
2) fragmentation, where employees must know

40%

which application the information they need
resides in; this is difficult to scale and makes it

30%

very hard for new employees or those changing
20%

roles to track down information.
Over the last few years, three important

10%

developments have taken place that are
helping enterprises realize the importance of

0%

2012

successful search.
1. The advent of “digital workplaces,” whereby

2013

2014

2015

2016

Note: Other more recent surveys (IntraTeam) show similar outcomes.
© 2020 Findwise AB (https://findwise.com/en/enterprise-search)

companies realize that being able to find
information is actually important, and
currently troublesome.
2. Microsoft bundled search into O365;
therefore, the incremental cost to an IT
manager is theoretically zero. Companies
are starting to look for a means to
benchmark Microsoft Search against
other search engines, as provided by (for
example) Sinequa and Coveo.
3. Artificial intelligence (AI) is now pushed as
a means of analyzing and presenting text,
and this is causing IT managers to think
(just a little) more seriously about the value
of search. This is also true of IT vendors that
have not embedded good search into their
enterprise offerings.

Enterprise Search Defined
Any consideration of “enterprise search” runs into a
problem of definition. Here, we identify three approaches.
1.

A software application that creates a single index of
all enterprise content no matter where it is stored,
accessed by users through a single UI. It has become
clear over the last decade that this does not scale.

2. A search application used to send a query out to
individual search applications (some of which may
be embedded into applications such as document
management and digital asset management) and then
aggregate the results from each application into a single
user interface.
3. Enterprise search as a strategy and not as a product. In
this approach, users are trained to make effective use
of a number of search applications which are optimized
for a specific purpose. Examples might be searching
internal patent documents or legal contracts. In these
examples, it is usually more important to find as many
relevant documents as possible than to be presented
with what the search application deems to be the
most relevant.
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An Organizational
Search Perspective

everyday organization purposes, there will

Today, enterprise search has reached a critical

sub-requirements.

turning point. As the volume and complexity
of information has grown within organizations,
the need to find and access that information in
a timely and accurate manner has grown too.
Due to years of neglect and underinvestment in
search technology and staffing, few enterprise
users are happy with their search capabilities,
according to surveys. They are looking for a way
to improve the situation. That being said, few
IT departments have the knowledge to work
out why search performs so poorly. Often, they
are confused by the many options available
to them in the marketplace. Compounding

always remain a need to augment this with
other search engines that deliver on specific

At the core of any search experience is
findability. In other words, can employees,
partners, or customers, who are so
overwhelmed by an onslaught of information,
actually find what they are looking for
effectively, quickly, and easily? In practice,
search is likely used when all other channels
have been exhausted. Arguably, we only
“search” for information that is lost!

The Enterprise Search
Technology Market

these issues is the fact that few organizations
pay much attention to effective information

The enterprise search market, though

management and governance practices,

challenged and often overshadowed by

making information difficult to find regardless

Microsoft and other large technology vendors,

of the search technology used.

remains small but vibrant. Figure 2 lists
50+ active search technology firms, and

For example, it is common for enterprises

undoubtedly there are others. A few vendors

struggling with search to try to find a single

such as Coveo have annual revenues of around

search engine that will meet all their enterprise

$100 million, but many of the others listed are

needs. This drive to a single source of truth

much smaller. Considering the widespread

appears to also be the goal of many technology

use and importance of enterprise search, it

vendors. But do organizations need to have one

is clear that the technology market has the

search engine to search them all? The answer is

potential to grow substantially in the future if it

no, they don’t – nor should they want one. Take

can overcome its current challenges. However,

Big Pharma as an example: it will have search

it should be noted that any search technology

applications for the intranet, for compliance

buyer will spend far more on implementing the

document management, for research and

technology than on the technology itself, so

development, for legal, for patents, and for

finding the right implementation partner is as

pharmacovigilance. Virtually no employee

important as choosing the technology vendor,

needs to search all this. Though certainly there

if not more so.

is value in having a general search engine for

As the volume and complexity of information has grown within
organizations, the need to find and access that information in
a timely and accurate manner has grown too.
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Where Do We Go from Here?
If most users are dissatisfied with their

Figure 2

Enterprise Search 50TM

enterprise search experience (as detailed
above in Figure 1) but want to see this situation
improve, where do we go from here? To answer
that question, we need to consider the following
angles and perspectives on the problem.

Search applications
If enterprise search doesn’t work well today,
there is an understandable presumption
that the reason lies with enterprise search
technologies. However, that is only partly true.
Enterprise search technologies are highly
sophisticated and capable products, but they
depend on proper implementation (through
a third-party integrator or internal skilled

with any particular governance of lifecycle

personnel), maintenance, and the quality of the

management practice. In short, information is

information/data that they leverage. Though

hard to find. Ideally, these information assets

search engine technology will undoubtedly

will be more closely managed, labeled, and

continue to adapt and advance over time,

governed. Though that is unlikely, the rise of

organizational challenges appear to be the

regulations that demand better information

major contributing factors to their failure, rather

management, such as the GDPR and CCPA

than the underlying search technology itself.

privacy regulations, may start to shift that

Our take

needle. Improved enterprise search would be

The fact that users struggle to find information

an unintended but welcome side benefit.

is both a technology problem and a technology

Our take

opportunity. New approaches to the problem

Though there are many reasons to better

need to be considered in light of the fact that

manage information, ranging from regulatory

most organizational information that needs

compliance to reducing IT costs, few

to be found and acted upon is disorganized. In

organizations are taking on this challenge. In

turn, a better understanding of actual, rather

many cases, the lack of action is due to the

than perceived, needs, alongside increased

scale of the challenge and a severe shortage

awareness of the need to train users, may well

of the expertise needed to undertake such

result in better search application technologies.

work. Even so, as new regulations come into

Information management

effect and IT costs continue to soar alongside
the ever-increasing volumes of information,

Enterprise information is typically very poorly

the need for better information management

managed within organizations. Files and

governance practices is beginning to gain

data reside in disconnected repositories, are

corporate attention.

poorly labeled, and are often not associated
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Ownership and responsibility

Microsoft – the elephant in the room

Enterprise search applications only work well

Microsoft is the elephant in the room, as it

if full ownership and responsibility are defined

is a part of virtually every discussion and

in order to ensure that the maintenance,

indeed implementation of search. However,

day-to-day operations, and analytics are fully

it is important to note from the outset that

managed. Ownership and responsibility for

Microsoft positions itself as solving productivity

the underlying information assets that the

challenges related to Microsoft productivity

search tool accesses must also be defined,

applications such as Word, Teams, and O365.

and questions such as the following answered:

As search is embedded functionality in these

Is the data properly tagged/labeled? Is it

products, few organizations have invested in a

accessible? Are connectors to information

dedicated team to support and develop search

silos required or operating correctly? And so

capabilities across the organization. Microsoft

on. Ensuring that an active and committed

search is by default dependent on underlying

team is managing these aspects of enterprise

Microsoft architectures and taxonomies. Nor

search will improve the search experience

does Microsoft claim to meet all enterprise

dramatically. However, today few organizations

search needs.

have such defined roles and responsibilities.
Fewer still are prepared to make such a
resource commitment to improve enterprise
search.

Our take
Despite Microsoft’s dominance and brand
recognition, there are many other applications
that need to be searched. Though there is no

Our take

denying the success of Microsoft in the search

Although committing dedicated resources to

technology market, that success may have

improving enterprise search is worthwhile,

come at a cost within many public and private

reality tells us few have done so. This is

organizations. A lack of investment, ownership,

compounded by the common perception that

support, and vision within organizations has

enterprise search is simply a bundled (free)

resulted in search capabilities being limited in

piece of functionality within broader business

value and scope.

applications. In our analysis, this conversation
needs to change direction, with enterprise
search becoming part of a larger organizational

The Opportunity

commitment to efficiency, compliance, and

In the marketplace, there is a common belief

governance.

that Microsoft has provided a solution that will
meet all of an organization’s needs. In fact,
however, Microsoft search is not enough to
meet real-world needs.

In the marketplace, there is a common belief that Microsoft has
provided a solution that will meet all of an organization’s needs.
In fact, however, Microsoft search is not enough to meet
real-world needs (nor does it claim to be).
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Some organizations are now exploring (or re-

Where there is frustration, there is an

exploring) the idea of federated search, a single

opportunity to improve how things currently

search engine/index that is fed via an enormous

work. There is no lack of frustration within

range of connectors. In our professional

organizations regarding the quality and usability

experience, such a federated approach may

of their enterprise search. Many organizations

only make things worse.

recognize the need and importance of

At the same time, AI is being used by both
new and established search vendors as the
way forward. But as of today, there is no hard
evidence that AI is actually going to make a
significant difference or improve the situation,

enterprise search and want to improve it. As of
today, they don’t have a strategy or the internal
skills to improve that situation. In our analysis,
that is a market ripe for innovation, investment,
and growth.

although that is not to say that AI does not have
a role to play moving forward. We know that
AI could enrich information through capture

Call to Action

and autocategorization, and in identifying

It is clear that the world of enterprise search

inaccurate or redundant data. Good-quality and

needs a fundamental reassessment of its

well-curated information and data at scale has

position and role in the marketplace. Both

the potential to improve the quality of search

technology vendors and enterprise buyers

results. Exactly how remains to be seen.

need to take stock of the current reality of
search as an underappreciated and oftentimes

At the end of the day, no organization is going

troublesome business application. Moving

to throw their Microsoft search application

forward, much more research, analysis,

out. Even so, many other opportunities exist

and consideration need to be devoted to

to sell high-quality search applications at the

understanding what an organization and its

department or specific use-case level.

users actually need and where enterprise

The opportunity, and at the same time the

search can add noticeable and measurable

challenge, is that search technology will not

value. This is critical to future success, as until

sell itself. IT departments cannot assess its

these needs are better researched, understood,

importance, compare solutions, or improve

and addressed, enterprise search engines will

the end-user experience when the information

remain unloved, unused, or misused.

quality is poor and there is little organized

Improvement requires more research into the

support.

underlying technology challenges of enterprise

All of this leads us to a situation whereby savvy

search; for example, where AI/ML should and

enterprises and tech vendors can unlock major

should not be used to improve search results. It

opportunities to improve search experiences by

also requires more research into the real-world

working to:

needs of users, what their priorities are, how
they want to find information, and when they

understand exactly how employees search

need to search for it. Without a doubt, there are

target the areas where AI will benefit the

many opportunities here for organizations and

overall search experience

technology vendors alike.

develop focused, rather than general,
applications to meet these needs
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About Deep Analysis
Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations
understand and address the challenges of innovative and
disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.
Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and
consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM,
Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.
Led by Alan Pelz-Sharpe, the firm focuses on Information
Management and the business application of Cloud, Artificial
Intelligence, and Blockchain. Deep Analysis recently published
the book "Practical Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise
Playbook," co-authored by Alan and Kashyap Kompella,
outlining strategies for organizations to avoid pitfalls and
successfully deploy AI.
Deep Analysis works with technology vendors to improve their
understanding and provide actionable guidance on current and
future market opportunities.
Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyercentric approach to its research and understands real-world
buyer and market needs versus the “echo chamber” of the
technology industry.

Contact us:
info@deep-analysis.net
+1 978 877 7915
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